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Abstract
We study how to e5ciently di use updates to a large distributed system of data replicas,
some of which may exhibit arbitrary (Byzantine) failures. We assume that strictly fewer than t
replicas fail, and that each update is initially received by at least t correct replicas. The goal is to
di use each update to all correct replicas while ensuring that correct replicas accept no updates
generated spuriously by faulty replicas. To achieve this, each correct replica further propagates
an update only after receiving it from at least t others. In this way, no correct replica will ever
propagate or accept an update that only faulty replicas introduce, since it will receive that update
from only the t − 1 faulty replicas.
We provide the 8rst analysis of di usion protocols for such environments. This analysis is
fundamentally di erent from known analyses for the benign case due to our treatment of fully
Byzantine failures—which, among other things, precludes the use of digital signatures for authen-
ticating forwarded updates. We propose two measures that characterize the e5ciency of di usion
algorithms, delay and fan-in, and prove general lower bounds with regards to these measures.
We then provide a family of di usion algorithms that have nearly optimal delay=fan-in product.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A di usion protocol is the means by which an update initially known to a portion
of a distributed system is propagated to the rest of the system. Di usion is useful for
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driving replicated data towards a consistent state over time, and has found application
for this purpose, e.g., in USENET News [13], and in the Grapevine [2] and Clearing-
house [26] systems. The quality of a di usion protocol is typically de8ned by the delay
until the update has reached all replicas, and the amount of message tra5c that the
protocol generates. It is desirable for a di usion method to incur low communication
costs, and for the delay to be small so as to limit the storage consumed by updates
during their di usion.
In a large and highly decentralized computer network, the di usion of messages is
like spreading news or rumors in the real world. In both realms, an initial group of
participants receives a (news) update directly from a trustworthy source. Updates then
spread via media and rumor, where spurious updates or alterations to updates might
be introduced. In this paper, we provide the 8rst study of update di usion in these
settings. More speci8cally, we study the di usion of updates in distributed systems
where components can su er arbitrary (Byzantine) failures.
The framework for our study is a network of n data replicas, of which strictly
less than some threshold t can fail arbitrarily, and to which updates are introduced
continually over time. For example, these updates may be sensor readings of some
data source that is sampled by replicas, or data that the source actively pushes to
replicas. However, each update is initially received only by a random subset of the
correct replicas of some size ¿t, and so replicas engage in a di usion protocol to
propagate updates to all correct replicas over time.
In our study, we allow fully Byzantine failures, and thus cannot rely on digital
signatures to authenticate the original source of a message that one replica forwards to
others. While maximizing the fault models to which our upper bounds apply, avoid-
ing digital signatures also strengthens our results in other respects. First, in a network
that intrinsically provides the correct sender address for each message due to the pre-
sumed di5culty of forging that address, avoiding digital signatures avoids the admin-
istrative overheads associated with distributing cryptographic keys. Second, even when
the sender of a message is not reliably provided by the network, the sender can be
authenticated using techniques that require no cryptographic assumptions (for a survey
of these techniques, see [29]). Employing digital signatures, on the other hand, would
require assumptions limiting the computational power of faulty replicas. Third,
pairwise authentication typically incurs a low computation overhead on replicas, whereas
digitally signing each message would impose a signi8cantly higher overhead.
For our study of di usion in a Byzantine setting, we assume round-based protocols,
in which all replicas operate in synchronous rounds, in each of which a correct replica
is allowed to send at most Fout message (the “fan-out”). We then focus on a particular
type of protocols, in which any replica that does not obtain the update directly from
the source must receive copies of the update directly from at least t di erent replicas
before it “accepts” the update as one actually generated by the source (as opposed to
one generated spuriously by a faulty replica). The justi8cation for this approach is that
no non-faulty replica will ever echo a bogus update, because the 8rst such replica to
do so must receive t distinct copies of the update, which cannot be generated by the
t − 1 Byzantine replicas. We start our analysis by proposing two measures of quality:
The 8rst one, delay, is the expected number of rounds until any individual update is
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Fig. 1. Delay of random propagation with n=100, = t + 1, Fout = 1.
accepted by all correct replicas in the system. The delay measure expresses the speed
of propagation. The second, fan-in, is the expected maximum number of messages
received by any replica in any round from correct replicas. Fan-in is a measure of the
load inNicted on individual replicas in the common case, and hence, of any potential
bottlenecks in execution. We then prove a lower bound of ((t log (n=))=Fout) on the
delay of any di usion protocol. We also show an inherent tradeo between good (low)
latency and good (low) fan-in, namely that their product is at least (tn=).
To achieve e5cient di usion in our framework, we then suggest a family of round-
based algorithms called ‘-Tree. In these algorithms, replicas are arranged in a logical
tree structure, with ‘ replicas in every node. Each replica sends messages at random to
other replicas in its node, to its child nodes and to the root. We study the properties of
‘-Tree and demonstrate that it covers much of the spectrum of optimal-delay protocols
for their respective fan-in, to within logarithmic factors.
We emphasize that our treatment of full Byzantine failures renders our problem
fundamentally di erent from the case of crash failures only. Intuitively, any di usion
process has two phases: in the 8rst phase, the initially active replicas for an update
send this update, while the other replicas remain inactive. This phase continues while
inactive replicas have fewer than t messages. In the second phase, new replicas become
active and propagate updates themselves, resulting in an exponential growth of the set
of active replicas. To stress this fundamental di erence, in Fig. 1 we depict the progress
of “random” di usion, in which each replica in each round chooses other replicas at
random and sends them messages. The 8gure shows the number of active replicas
plotted against round number, for a system of n=100 replicas with di erent values
of t, where = t + 1. The case t=1 is indistinguishable from di usion with benign
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failures only, since a single update received by a replica immediately turns it into
an active one. Thus, in this case, the 8rst phase is degenerate, and the exponential-
growth phase occurs from the start. Previous work has analyzed the di usion process in
that case, proving propagation delay [7] that is logarithmic in the number of replicas.
However, in the case that we consider here, i.e., t¿2, the delay is dominated by the
initial phase. This dominant part of the delay will be manifested more precisely in the
analysis we provide below.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 1.1 we illustrate speci8c
applications for which Byzantine message di usion is suitable, and which motivated
our study. We discuss related work in Section 1.2. In Section 2 we lay out assumptions
and notation used throughout the paper, and in Section 3 we de8ne our measures of
di usion performance. In Section 4 we provide general theorems regarding the delay
and fan-in of di usion protocols. In Section 5 we introduce the ‘-Tree protocol family
and analyze its properties. We summarize and discuss our results in Section 6. The
expiration of updates from the propagation protocol is discussed in Section 7.
1.1. Motivation
The motivating application of our work on message di usion is a data replication
system called Fleet [18,19]. Fleet replicates data so that it will survive even the ma-
licious corruption of some data replicas, and does so using adaptations of quorum
systems to such environments [17]. A characteristic of these replication techniques that
is important for this discussion is that each update is sent to only a relatively small
subset (quorum) of servers, but one that is guaranteed to include t correct ones, where
the number of faulty replicas is assumed to be less than t. Thus, after an update, most
correct replicas have not actually received this update, and indeed any given correct
replica can be arbitrarily out-of-date.
While this local inconsistency does not impact the global consistency properties of
the data when the network is connected (due to the properties of the quorum systems
we employ), it does make the system more sensitive to network partitions. That is,
when the network partitions—and thus either global data consistency or progress of
data operations must be sacri8ced—the application may dictate that data operations
continue locally even at the risk of using stale data. To limit how stale local data is
when the network partitions, we use a di usion protocol while the network is con-
nected to propagate updates to all replicas, in the background and without imposing
additional overhead on the critical path of data operations. In this way, the system can
still e5ciently guarantee strict consistency in case a full quorum is accessed, but can
additionally provide relaxed consistency guarantees when only local information is used.
Another variation on quorum systems, probabilistic quorum systems [21], stands to
bene8t from properly designed message di usion in di erent ways than above. Prob-
abilistic quorum systems are a means for gaining dramatically in performance and
resilience over traditional (strict) quorum systems by allowing a marginal, controllable
probability of inconsistency for data reads. When coupled with an e ective di usion
technique, the probability of inconsistency can be driven toward zero when updates are
su5ciently dispersed in time.
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More generally, di usion is a fundamental mechanism for driving replicated data to
a consistent state in a highly decentralized system. Our study sheds light on the use
of di usion protocols in systems where arbitrary failures are a concern, and may form
a basis of solutions for disseminating critical information in survivable systems (e.g.,
routing table updates in a survivable network architecture).
1.2. Related work
The style of update di usion studied here has previously been studied in systems that
can su er benign failures only. Notably, Pittel in [29] and Demers et al. [7] performed
a detailed study of epidemic algorithms for the benign setting, in which each update
is initially known at a single replica and must be di used to all replicas with minimal
tra5c overhead. One of the algorithms they studied, called anti-entropy and apparently
initially proposed in [2], was adopted in Xerox’s Clearinghouse project (see [7]) and
the Ensemble system [1]. Similar ideas also underly IP-Multicast [6] and MUSE (for
USENET News propagation) [13]. This anti-entropy technique forms the 8rst stage of
the ‘-Tree method that we study here. As described previously, however, the analy-
sis provided here of the epidemic-style update di usion is fundamentally di erent for
Byzantine environments than for environments that su er benign failures only, and
provides the 8rst study of di usion in such environments.
Prior studies of update di usion in distributed systems that can su er Byzantine
failures have focused on single-source broadcast protocols that provide reliable com-
munication to replicas and replica agreement on the broadcast value (e.g., [12,8,3,16]),
sometimes with additional ordering guarantees on the delivery of updates from di er-
ent sources (e.g., [28,4,5,24,11]). The problem that we consider here is di erent from
these works in the following ways. First, in these prior works, it is assumed that one
replica begins with each update, and that this replica may be faulty—in which case the
correct replicas can agree on an arbitrary update. In contrast, in our scenario we as-
sume that at least a threshold t¿1 of correct replicas begin with each update, and that
only these updates (and no arbitrary ones) can be accepted by correct replicas. Second,
these prior works focus on certain reliability, i.e., guaranteeing that all correct replicas
(or all correct replicas in some agreed-upon subset of replicas) receive the update. Our
protocols di use each update to all correct replicas only with some probability that is
determined by the number of rounds for which the update is propagated before it is
discarded. Our goal is to analyze the number of rounds until the update is expected to
be di used globally and the load imposed on each replica as measured by the number
of messages it receives in each round.
This paper is based on our initial conference publication [14]. Since that time, several
subsequent works have emerged. Optimized di usion algorithms are provided in [19],
that are speci8cally suitable for our motivating survivable replication application. A dif-
ferent di usion paradigm is presented in [15] and independently in [23]. This paradigm
forms propagation paths with messages before they are accepted as authentic. The
algorithm in [15] propagates updates in time logarithmic in the number of replicas and
linear in the number of corrupt replicas. A matching lower bound for this problem is
also provided. The main price paid in the new protocol is in the size of messages
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used in the protocol and algorithmic complexity incurred in processing messages.
Minsky [23] suggests methods for pruning the amount of information that is prop-
agated, and provides simulation measurements that indicate that this complexity may
be considerably decreased. Finally, a survivable replication system that makes use of
di usion for spreading updates asynchronously is suggested in [22].
2. System model
We assume a system of n replicas, denoted p1; : : : ; pn. A replica that conforms
to its I=O and timing speci8cations is said to be correct. A faulty replica is one that
deviates from its speci8cation. A faulty replica can exhibit arbitrary behavior (Byzantine
failures). We assume that strictly fewer than t replicas fail, where t is a globally known
system parameter.
Replicas can communicate via a completely connected point-to-point network.
Communication channels between correct replicas are reliable and authenticated, in
the sense that a correct replica pi receives a message on the communication channel
from another correct replica pj if and only if pj sent that message to pi. Moreover, we
assume that communication channels between correct replicas impose a bounded
latency  on message transmission; i.e., communication channels are synchronous.
Our protocols will also work to di use updates in an asynchronous system, but in this
case we can provide no delay or fan-in analysis. Thus, we restrict our attention to
synchronous systems here.
Our di usion protocols proceed in synchronous rounds. A system parameter, fan-out,
denoted Fout, bounds from above the number of messages any correct replica sends
in a single round. A replica receives and processes all messages sent to it in a round,
before the next round starts. Thus, rounds begin at least  time units apart.
Each update u is introduced into the system at a set Iu of randomly selected ¿t
correct replicas, and possibly also at some other, faulty replicas. We assume that all
replicas in Iu initially receive u simultaneously (i.e., in the same round). The goal of a
di usion protocol is to cause u to be accepted at all correct replicas in the system. The
class of protocol analyzed here works as follows: The update u is accepted at correct
replica pi if pi ∈ Iu or pi has received u directly from t other distinct replicas. If pi has
accepted u, then we also say that pi is active for u (and is passive otherwise). In all of
our di usion protocols, we assume that each message contains all the updates known
to the sender, though in practice, obvious techniques can reduce the actual number of
updates sent to necessary ones only.
3. Measures
We study two complexity measures: delay and fan-in. For each update, the delay is
the worst-case expected number of rounds from the time the update is introduced to
the system until all correct replicas accept the update. Formally, let u be the round
number in which update u is introduced to the system, and let up be the round in
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which a correct replica p accepts update u. The delay is E[maxp;C{up} − u], where
the expectation is over the random choices of the algorithm and the maximization is
over correct replicas p, all failure con8gurations C containing fewer than t failures,
and all behaviors of those faulty replicas. In particular, maxp;C{up} is reached when
the faulty replicas send no updates, and so this is the behavior we assume from them
when analyzing delay.
We de8ne Fan-in, denoted by F in, to be the expected maximum number of messages
that any correct replica receives in a single round from correct replicas under all possi-
ble failure scenarios. Formally, let ip be the number of messages received in round i by
replica p from correct replicas. Then the fan-in in round i is E[maxp;C{ip}], where the
maximum is taken with respect to all correct replicas p and all failure con8gurations C
containing fewer than t failures. An amortized fan-in is the expected maximum number
of messages received over multiple rounds, normalized by the number of rounds. For-
mally, a k-amortized fan-in starting at round l is E[maxp;C{
∑l+k
i=l 
i
p=k}]. We emphasize
that fan-in and amortized fan-in are measures only for messages from correct replicas.
4. General results
In this section we present general results concerning the delay and fan-in of di usion
algorithms within our speci8cation. Our 8rst result is a lower bound on delay, that stems
from the restriction on fan-out, Fout.
Theorem 4.1. The delay of any di:usion algorithm adhering to our speci;cation A is
((t log (n=))=Fout).
Proof. Let u be any update, and let mk denote the total number of times u is sent by
correct processes in rounds u+1; : : : ; u+ k in A. Denote by k the number of correct
replicas that have accepted update u by the time round u+k completes. Since t copies
of update u need to reach a replica (not in Iu) in order for it to accept the update,
we have that k6+mk=t. Furthermore, since at most Foutk new updates are sent by
correct processes in round u+ k +1, we have that mk+16mk +Foutk6Fout
∑k
j=0 j,
where 0 = . By induction on k, it can be shown that k6(1 + Fout=t)k . Therefore,
for k¡(t log (n=))=Fout we have that k¡n, which implies that not all the replicas are
active for update u.
The next theorem shows that there is an inherent tradeo between fan-in and delay.
Theorem 4.2. Let A be any di:usion algorithm adhering to our speci;cation. Denote
by D its delay, and by F in its D-amortized fan-in. Then DF in =(tn=), for t¿2 log n.
Proof. Let u be any update. Since the D-amortized fan-in of A is F in, with probability
at least 0.9 (where 0.9 is arbitrarily chosen here as some constant between 0 and 1),
the number of messages received (from correct replicas) by any replica in rounds u+
1; : : : ; u +D¡10DF in. From now on we will assume that every replica pj receives at
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most 10DF in messages in rounds u+1; : : : ; u+D. This means that for each pj, if pj is
updated by a set Sj of replicas during rounds u+1; : : : ; u+D, then |Sj|610DF in. Some
replica pj must be the 8rst (outside Iu) to become active for update u. This happens
if out of the updates in Sj at least t updates are from replicas Iu, i.e., |Sj ∩ Iu|¿t. In
order to show the lower bound, we need to exhibit an initial set Iu, such that if 10DF in
is too small then no replica becomes active. More speci8cally, for D6 12 (nt=10F
in),
we show that there exists a set Iu such that for each pj, we have |Sj ∩ Iu|¡t.
We choose the initial set Iu as a random subset of {p1; : : : ; pn} of size . Let Xj
denote the number of replicas in Iu from which messages are received by replica pj
during rounds u + 1; : : : ; u + D, i.e., Xj = |Sj ∩ Iu|. Since pj receives at most 10DF in
messages in these rounds, we get
Prob[Xj ¿ k]¡
10DF in∑
i=k
(
10DF in
i
)(
n− 10DF in
− i
)
(
n

)
¡
n∑
i=k
(
10DF in
i
)(
n
)i
6
(
10eDF in
kn
)k
c;
where the constant c is at most 2 if D6 12 (nk=10eF
in), and hence we have that
Prob[Xj¿t]¡(1=2)t . By our assumption that t¿2 log n, we have that Prob[Xj¿t]¡1=n2.
This implies that the probability that all the Xj are at most t is at least 1− (1=n).
We have shown that for most subsets Iu if D6 12 (nt=10eF
in) no new replica would
become active. Therefore, for some speci8c Iu it also holds. (In fact it holds for most
subsets.)
Recall that at the start of the proof we assumed that in D rounds no replica receives
more than 10F inD messages. This holds with probability at least 0.9. Therefore in most
of the runs the delay is at least 12 (nt=10eF
in), which implies that the expected delay
is (nt=F in).
5. ‘-Tree propagation
In this section we introduce a family of algorithms, ‘-Tree, which provide a spectrum
of protocols that have optimal delay=fan-in tradeo to within a logarithmic factor.
The ‘-Tree method is quite simple to describe: We partition the replicas into blocks
of size ‘, where ‘¿4t, and arrange these blocks on the nodes of a binary tree. For
each replica there are four interesting sets of replicas. The 8rst set is the ‘ replicas at
the root of the tree. The second set are the ‘ replicas in the node the replica is in (for
simplicity it includes also the replica itself). The third and fourth sets are the ‘ replicas
at the right and left children of the node that the replica is in. The total number of
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interesting replicas for each replica is at most 4‘, and we call it the candidate set of
the replica. In each round, each replica chooses Fout replicas from its candidate set
uniformly at random and sends a message to those replicas.
In the remainder of this section, we provide analysis of the fan-in and delay of
the ‘-Tree propagation method. In our analysis, we will highlight two extreme cases:
On one end of the spectrum, we have n-Tree, i.e., ‘= n, in which case the method
degenerates to an epidemic-style random propagation method. This method is similar
to the “anti-entropy” method of [2,7]. The analysis below then provides, as a special
case, measures for random propagation in a Byzantine setting. The results demonstrate
that it has low fan-in and relatively large delay. At the other extreme, we have 4t-Tree,
i.e., ‘=4t, which provides the opposite case, with high fan-in and low delay.
5.1. Fan-in
We begin with a study of the fan-in of the ‘-Tree method.
Theorem 5.1. The ‘-Tree algorithm has fan-in F in =O(nFout=‘) for 4t6‘6nFout=12
log n, and F in =O(log n) for ‘¿nFout=12 log n.
Proof. Clearly the highest fan-in is for replicas at the root node. We divide the analysis
into two cases.
Case 1: Suppose 4t6‘6nFout=12 log n. Any replica at the root has a probability of
at most Fout=(2‘) of receiving a message from any other replica. This implies that the
expected number of messages per round is nFout=(2‘). The probability that a replica
receives more than 2Foutn=2‘ is at most e−F
outn=3(2‘) (using Cherno bounds). Since
n¿(12‘=Fout) log n, the probability is at most 1=n2, and the bound follows.
Case 2: Now suppose nFout=12 log n¡‘. The probability that some replica at the
root receives k or more messages in a round is bounded by(
nFout
k
)(
1
2‘
)k
6
(
nFoute
2k‘
)k
6
(
nFoute
2k(nFout=12 log n)
)k
6
(
18 log n
k
)k
:
For k =2× 18 log n, this probability is less than 1=n2, and hence the fan-in is bounded
by O(log n) in this case.
The following corollary follows immediately from Theorem 5.1.
Corollary 5.2. The ‘-Tree algorithm has fan-in O(nFout=‘ + log n).
Theorem 5.3. The log n-amortized fan-in of n-tree is O(Fout).
Proof. The probability that in log n rounds a speci8c replica receives more than k =6
Fout log n messages is bounded by ( nF
out log n
k )(1=n)
k which is bounded by 1=n2. The
probability that some replica receives more than k =6Fout log n messages is bounded
by 1=n. Thus, the (log n)-amortized fan-in is at most O(Fout).
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5.2. Delay
We now address the delay of ‘-Tree. The analysis is done in two stages. The 8rst
step of the analysis is to calculate the expected delay until all the correct replicas in the
root node become active. The second step is to add the delay of propagating updates
down the tree.
Intuitive overview of delay analysis: We 8rst shed intuition on the delay analysis
with a “sloppy” proof sketch. Here, we assume Fout = 1 for simplicity. Additionally,
we ignore message duplication for simplicity, and deal with the delay of each replica
collecting any t messages. Both of these simplifying assumptions are relaxed in the
precise analysis in Lemma 5.4 below, but do not substantially impact it.
The di5cult part of the delay analysis is its 8rst part. Consider the set of replicas
consisting of those in the root node and those that are initially active. Let $6‘ + 
be the size of this set. Each replica targets the ‘ replicas in the root node with prob-
ability at least 1=4‘. The goal of the 8rst part of the analysis is to determine the
time it takes to activate the ‘ root node replicas. Following the 8rst part, the analysis
of propagation from the full-active root node down the tree easily yield an additive
logarithmic element.
We now focus on the time is takes to activate the root node then. When  is a
signi8cant linear fraction of $, say ¿$=4, the derivation is easy: in each round, each
replica receives at least an expected (1=4‘)¿ 116 messages. Hence, within an expected
O(t + log ‘) rounds, all ‘ replicas in the root node become active.
However, when  is small relatively to $, things are drastically di erent. Intuitively,
this is because the  initial ones randomly target replicas, and it takes a long time
for even single replica to be targeted t times, in order to collect t messages. In fact,
a simplistic application of coupon collector’s analysis here would yield that for any
replica out of the ‘, the expected time until it receives t di erent messages from the 
active replicas is (4‘=)t.
Fortunately, although the expected time for any particular replica to collect t mess-
ages is high, the expected time until there exists a (small) number of replicas that
collect t messages is considerably smaller, when t is small. For example, consider
the case t=2. Then two initial replicas are sending messages at random, and after
an expected O(
√
‘) rounds, they collide with high probability (the “birthday” para-
dox). Hence, after O(
√
‘) rounds, there exists a replica that receives t=2 messages.
More generally, our analysis shows that after O(t(‘=)(1−1=t)) rounds, there exist  root
replicas that receive t messages each.
More speci8cally, we consider phases, where in each phase the number of active
replicas is doubled. Let % denote the current number of active replicas, by m the
number of messages sent by the active replicas, and by Nmi the number of messages
out of m received by replica i. Then the probability that replica i receives t messages
is at least
Pr[Nmi = t]¿
(
m
t
)(
1
4‘
)t (
1− 1
4‘
)m−t
¿
(m
t
)t ( 1
4‘
)t (1
e
)t
;
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where the last inequality uses the assumption that m64t‘, for else, the trivial delay
bound above follows. Hence, the expected number of replicas out of $−% that receive
t messages is at least ($ − %)(m=4et‘)t . We are interested in the case %6$=2 (when
% reaches $=2, we add a logarithmic additive, as indicated above). We have that for
m=(4%)1=t16t‘(1−1=t), the expected number of replicas to receive t messages is then
at least 2%. Hence, with high probability, the number of expected messages it takes %
active replicas to double its size is at most m, and so the expected number of rounds
is at most m=%632t(‘=%)(1−1=t). It is rather simple to observe that the total number of
rounds, when summed over all phases, will be dominated by the number of rounds in
the 8rst phase.
Detailed analysis: We now give a precise analysis of the delay, factoring in both
Fout and the need to suppress duplicate messages (i.e., to collect t messages from
di:erent sources).
Let R%; t denote the expected number of steps needed to collect t di:erent messages
out of % ones, where at each step we sample a random message. This is the classical
coupon collector problem, and we have (see [25, Chapter 3]):
R%;t = %
%∑
j=%−t+1
1=j ≈ % log %
% − t + 1 + O
(
%
% − t + 1
)
;
It is worth discussing how R%; t behaves for various values of % and t. For %= t we
have R%; t ≈ t log t. For %¿2t we have R%; t61:5t. For all %¿t, we have R%; t¿t. This
implies that if the initial set size % is very close to t, then we have a slightly super-
linear behavior of R%; t as a function of t, while if % is a fraction away from t then we
have R%; t as a linear function in t.
Lemma 5.4. The expected number of rounds of the ‘-Tree algorithm until all the cor-
rect replicas in the root node are active is O((R;t=Fout)(‘=)(1−1=2R; t)+(t+log(‘))=Fout).
Proof. The outline of the proof is as follows. For the most part, we consider bounds
on the number of messages sent, rather than directly on the number of rounds. It is
more convenient to argue about the number of messages, since the distribution of the
destination of each replica’s next message is 8xed, namely uniform over all candidate
replicas. As long as we know that there are between  and 2 replicas active for u,
we can translate an upper bound on the number of messages to an approximate upper
bound on the number of rounds.
More speci8cally, let G denote the set of replicas that includes the correct repli-
cas at the root node and the initially active replicas. Let $ denote G’s size, i.e.,
‘6$6‘+. Let a(G) be the number of active replicas in G. By de8nition, initially we
have a(G)= . So long as the number %= a(G) satis8es 6%6$=4, we study m+(%),
an upper bound on the number of messages needed to be sent such that with high
probability, 1− q+(%), we have % new replicas in G change state to active. We then
analyze the algorithm as composed of phases, where the jth phase starts with at least
%j =2j active replicas. This implies that with probability 1 − +, +=
∑k−1
j=0 q
+(2j),
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after at most
∑k−1
j=0 m
+(2j) messages we have a(G)¿$=2, where k = log($=2). In
such a case the number of rounds is bounded by
∑k−1
j=0 m
+(2j)=(2jFout).
At the end, we consider the case where a(G)¿$=2, and bound from above the
number of rounds needed to complete the propagation algorithm. This case adds only
an additive factor of O((t + log $)=Fout) to the total delay.
We start with the analysis of the number of messages required to move from % active
replicas in G to 2%, where %6$=4. For any m, let Nmi be the number of messages that
pi received, out of the 8rst m messages. Let Umi be an indicator variable such that
Umi =1 if pi receives messages from t or more distinct replicas after m messages are
sent, and Umi =0 otherwise.
We 8rst use the coupon collector’s analysis to bound the probability that Umi =1
when Nmi messages are received. Thus, a replica needs to get an expected R%; t messages
before Umi =1, and so with probability 61=2 it would need more than 2R%; t messages
to collect t di erent messages, i.e., Prob[Umi =1|Nmi =2R%; t]¿1=2.
Now, if m total messages are sent, we bound the probability that replica i receives
2R%; t of them:
Prob[Nmi = 2R%;t]¿
(
m
2R%;t
)(
1
4‘
)2R%;t (
1− 1
4‘
)m−2R%;t
¿
(
m
2R%;t
)2R%;t ( 1
4‘
)2R%;t ((
1− 1
4‘
)m=2R%;t)2R%;t
=
(
m
(
1− 14‘
)m=2R%;t
8‘R%;t
)2R%;t
¿
(
m(1− m=8‘R%;t)
8‘R%;t
)2R%;t
¿
(
m
16‘R%;t
)2R%;t
;
where the last inequality holds for m64‘R%; t (which trivially bounds m, as explained
above). Putting the above together, we get that
Prob[Umi = 1]¿ Prob[N
m
i = 2R%;t]Prob[U
m
i = 1|Nmi = 2R%;t]
¿
(
m
16‘R%;t
)2R%;t (1
2
)
:
Let Um denote the number of nonactive replicas in G that received messages from
t or more replicas after m messages are sent, i.e., Um=
∑$
i=%+1 U
m
i , where the active
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replicas are p1; : : : ; p%. For %6$=4 we have
E[Um]¿ ($− %)
(
m
16‘R%;t
)2R%;t (1
2
)
¿
$
4
(
m
16‘R%;t
)2R%;t
¿
‘
4
(
m
16‘R%;t
)2R%;t
:
Our aim is to analyze the distribution of Um. More speci8cally, we would like to
8nd a bound m+(%) such that,
Prob[Um ¿ 2%] ¿ 1− q+(%)
for any m¿m+(%).
Generally, the analysis is simpler when the random variables are independent. Unfor-
tunately, the random variables Umi are not independent, but using a classical result by
Hoe ding [9, Theorem 4], the dependency works only in our favor. Namely, let Xmi be
i.i.d. binary random variables with Prob[Xmi =1]=Prob[U
m
i =1], and X
m=
∑n
i=1 X
m
i .
Then,
Prob[Um − E[Um]¿ +]6 Prob[Xm − E[Xm]¿ +]:
From now on we will prove the bounds for Xm and they will apply also to Um. First,
using a Cherno bound (see [10]) we have that,
Prob
[
Xm
+(%) 6
1
2
E[Xm
+(%)]
]
6 e−E[X
m+(%)]=8:
We now de8ne m+(%) to be m+(%)= 32‘R%; t(%=‘)1=2R%; t . For our choice of m+(%)
we have E[Xm
+(%)]¿2%, and hence
Prob[Xm
+(%) 6 %]6 e−%=4 = q+(%):
For the analysis of the algorithm, we view the algorithm as running in phases so
long as %6$=4. There will be k = log($=2) phases, and in each phase we start with
%=2j initial replicas, for 06j¡k. The jth phase runs for m+(2j)=(Fout2j) rounds.
We say that a phase is “good” if by the end of the phase the number of active repli-
cas has at least doubled. The probability that some phase is not good is bounded
by,
k−1∑
j=0
q+(2j) =
(
k−1∑
j=0
e−2
j=4
)
6 2e−=4 6 1=2;
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for ¿6. Assuming that all the phases are good, at the end half of the replicas are
active.
The number of rounds until half the system is active is at most,
k−1∑
j=0
m+(2j)
Fout2j
6
k−1∑
j=0
32‘R2j;t(2j=‘)
1=(2R2j;t)
Fout2j
6
32‘R;t
Fout
k−1∑
j=0
(2j=‘)1=(2R;t)
2j
= O
(
R;t
Fout
(
‘

)1−1=2R;t)
;
where we used here the fact that R%; t is a decreasing function in %.
We now reach the last stage of the algorithm, when %¿$=2¿‘=2. Unfortunately,
there are too few passive replicas to use the analysis above for m+(%). We therefore
employ a di erent technique here.
We give an upper bound on the expected number of rounds for completion at the
last stage. Fix any replica p, and let Vi be the number of new updates in round i that
p receives. Since t6$=4, we have % − t¿$=4¿‘=4, and so:
E[Vi]¿ (% − t)F
out
4‘
¿
Fout
16
:
Let Vr denote the number of new updates received by p in r rounds, hence Vr =∑r
i=1Vi. By linearity of expectation, E[V
r]¿rFout=16. Using a Cherno bound we have,
Prob[V r ¡ rFout=32]6 e−rF
out=256:
Let r+ = (32t + 2× 256 log(‘))=Fout. The probability that Vr+¡t is at most 1=‘2. The
probability that some replica at the root receives ¡t new updates in r+ rounds is thus
¡1=‘, and so in an expected O((t + log(‘))=Fout) rounds the algorithm terminates.
Putting the two bounds together, we have an expected O((R; t=Fout)(‘=)(1−1=2R; t) +
(t + log(‘))=Fout) number of rounds.
When ‘= n the tree degenerates to one node containing the entire system, and the
‘-Tree method reduces to a random propagation scheme: Simply, each replica, at each
round, chooses Fout replicas uniformly and at random from all replicas and sends
messages to them. Lemma 5.4 above shows that the delay of random propagation in a
Byzantine setting is:
Corollary 5.5. The delay of random propagation is O((R; t=Fout)(n=)(1−1=2R; t) +
(t + log(n))=Fout) for 2¡t6n=4.
The next step of the analysis is to bound how much time it takes from when
all the correct replicas in some node become active until its child becomes active.
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We will not be interested in the expected time, but rather focus on the time until
there is at least a constant probability that the child is active, and show a bound
of O((t + log ‘)=Fout) rounds. The proof is similar to the last part of the proof of
Lemma 5.4.
Lemma 5.6. With probability 12 , the number of rounds from the time all the correct
replicas in some node become active and until all the correct replicas in its child node
are active is O((t + log ‘)=Fout).
Proof. Given that ‘ − t correct replicas in the parent node are active, each replica in
the child node (which is not already active) has an expectation of receiving at least
(‘ − 2t)Fout=4‘¿Fout=8 updates from new replicas in every round. Using a Cherno 
bound, this implies that in r rounds, with probability at least e−F
outr=64, we have Foutr=16
updates. This implies that for r=(16t+2× 64 log ‘)=Fout, with probability at most 1=‘2,
we have less than t updates. Summing over all replicas in the node gives completes
the proof of the lemma.
We use the result of Lemma 5.6 to bound the total propagation time from the root
node to the leaves.
Lemma 5.7. The expected number of rounds from when all the correct replicas in
the root node are active and until all correct replicas are active is O((t + log ‘)
log(n=‘)=Fout), when ‘¡n.
Proof. Each leaf node has log(n=‘) nodes on the path leading from the root to it.
Partition the rounds into meta-rounds, each containing O((t + log ‘)=Fout) rounds. For
each meta-round there is a probability of at least 12 that another node on the path
becomes active. This implies that in k meta-rounds, we have an expected number of
k=2 active nodes on the path. Therefore, the probability that we have less than k=4
is at most e−k=16. We have log(n=‘) nodes on the path, this gives the constraint that
k¿4 log(n=‘). In addition we would like the probability that there exists a leaf node that
does not become active to be less than (‘=n)2, which holds for k¿32 log(n=‘). Con-
sider k =32 log(n=‘) meta rounds. Since there are at most n=‘ leaves in the tree, with
probability at least 1−‘=n¿2=3 the number of meta-rounds is at most k =O(log(n=‘)).
Thus, the delay is O((t + log ‘) log(n=‘)=Fout).
The main theorem of this section immediately follows from Lemmas 5.4 and 5.7:
Theorem 5.8. The delay of the ‘-Tree propagation method is O((R; t=Fout)
(‘=)(1−1=2R; t) + log(‘)=Fout + (t + log‘)log(n=‘)=Fout).
We note that in the analysis above we did not attempt to optimize for the best
constants. In fact, much of the constant factor in the Tree di usion delay can be
eliminated if we modify the algorithm to propagate messages deterministically down
the tree (but continue selecting targets at random from the root node).
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Table 1
Properties of ‘-Tree
Method Fan-in Delay
‘-Tree O(nFout=‘ + log n) O((t=Fout)(‘=)(1−1=3t) + log(‘)=Fout + (t=Fout) log(n=‘))
n-Tree (random) O(Fout + log n) O((t=Fout)(n=)(1−1=3t) + log(n)=Fout)
4t-Tree O(nFout=t + log n) O((t log(n=t))=Fout)
6. Discussion
Our results for the ‘-Tree algorithms are summarized in Table 1. The table highlights
the two special cases we have already discussed, namely, n-Tree (random propagation)
and 4t-Tree.
Using the fan-in=delay bound of Theorem 4.2, we now examine our results. The
n-Tree has O(log n)-amortized fan-in of O(Fout), yielding a product of delay and
amortized fan-in of O(t(n=)(1−1=3t) + log(n)) when ¿2t. This is slightly inferior
to the lower bound in the range of t for which the lower bound applies. The case
‘=4t has fan-in (and amortized fan-in) of O(nFout=t) and delay O((log())=Fout +
(t=Fout) log(n=t)) if ¿2t. So, their product is O((n log())=t+n log(n=t)), which again
is inferior to the lower bound of (tn=) since t=61. However, recall from Theo-
rem 4.1 that the delay is always ((t=Fout) log(n=)), and so for the fan-in of O(nFout=t)
it is impossible to achieve optimal delay=fan-in tradeo . In the general ‘-Tree method,
putting ‘¿ log(n=), the ‘-Tree algorithm exhibits a fan-in=delay product of at most
O(tn=), which is optimal. If ‘¡ log(n=), the product is within a logarithmic factor
from optimal. Hence, ‘-Tree propagation provides a spectrum of protocols that have
optimal delay=fan-in tradeo in our model to within a logarithmic factor.
7. Expiring updates
Our delay analysis plays a crucial role in expiring updates, and hence, in keeping
the storage and communication costs of di usion bounded. That is, in practice a replica
must eventually discard each update after propagating it for some number of rounds.
The number of rounds to propagate an update is determined by the prediction provided
by our analysis for completion of di usion. More speci8cally, say that the predicted
delay of the di usion method for a particular system is d. When a replica receives an
update directly from the source, it sets a time-to-live (TTL) 8eld for the propagated
update to d + /, where / is a parameter of the system. In each round, it decrements
TTL and, so long as it is still positive, sends the update to a target chosen according
to the di usion method. Finally, when TTL reaches zero, the update is “expired”: the
replica removes it from its collection of updates to propagate, thereby releasing the
storage it consumed.
When a replica becomes active for an update through propagation, i.e., after it
receives copies of the update from t distinct replicas, it similarly must set a TTL
for propagating this update. One alternative would be for this replica to set its TTL
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for propagating this update to the minimum TTL among all copies received so far,
which would make sense in a system without failures and with predictable message
delays. However, this approach is vulnerable to faulty replicas, in the sense that a
faulty replica could send a copy with a low TTL to terminate the propagation of the
update prematurely. We thus suggest a conservative approach to calculate the TTL,
namely, the replica sets the TTL for this update to the maximum of all t received
TTLs minus one. In this case, faulty replicas can cause updates to linger in the system
longer than necessary by sending copies with inNated TTLs. However, they cannot
cause the propagation of an update to end prematurely.
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